We provide evidence that cumulative distributions of absolute normalized returns for the 100 American companies with the highest market capitalization, uncover a critical behavior for different time scales ∆t. Such cumulative distributions, in accordance with a variety of complex -and financial-systems, can be modeled by the cumulative distribution functions of q-Gaussians, the distribution function that, in the context of nonextensive statistical mechanics, maximizes a non-Boltzmannian entropy. These q-Gaussians are characterized by two parameters, namely (q, β), that are uniquely defined by ∆t. From these dependencies, we find a monotonic relationship between q and β, which can be seen as evidence of criticality. We numerically determine the various exponents which characterize this criticality. *
The analysis of financial data by methods developed for physical systems, has extensively attracted the interest of physicists [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . In fact, financial markets are strongly fluctuating complex systems whose dynamics are difficult to understand because of the complexity of their internal elements and correlations, and also because of the many intractable external factors acting on them. However, remarkably enough, the interactions between these various ingredients generate many observables whose statistical properties appear to be similar for quite different markets. Consequently, we are allowed to refer to some "universal" trends, on which we focus herein.
As a matter of fact, it has been observed, in financial data, that rare events give raise to pronounced tails in the appropriate probability distributionstails that are in fact frequently found in complex systems. Such is the case of the return distributions associated with time series [5, 13] on varying time scales, ∆t. These fat tails reveal long-range correlations that frequently cause standard statistical mechanics to be inadequate for describing them. This kind of scenario also emerges in the systems that permanently reside in the neighborhood of their critical point, where physical quantities present power-law dependences of the type f (x) ∼ x −τ , characterized by a critical exponent τ .
Nonextensive statistical mechanics [14, 15] , a current generalization of the Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) statistical mechanics when its associated entropy S BG does not obey the standard asymptotic behavior S BG (N ) ∼ N for N → ∞ (N being the number of elements), occurs useful in the description of such complex finantial systems [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] .
This theory has been developed around the concept of nonadditive entropy, which is maximized, with the appropriate constraints [22] , by the family of the q-Gaussian distributions
where q is a characteristic index, β q is a sort of inverse temperature [23] , µ q is the Escort averaged fist moment [24] , A(q, β) is a normalization factor, and the function
with [x] + = x if x > 0 and [x] + = 0 otherwise, is a generalization of the exponential function -the q → 1 limit makes exp q (x) → exp(x) -. The normalization factor in eq. (1) reads [25] , for the values of q we are now involved (1 < q < 3):
.
The q-Gaussian distribution (1) generalizes the Gaussian distribution in a similar way as nonadditive entropy generalizes S BG [14] . In fact, the q → 1 limit makes eqs. (1-3) to recover the Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
]. A generalization of the Central Limit Theorem, where the q-Gaussian distributions themselves become their attractors, has already been formulated [26, 27, 28] .
In the present work, we follow along the lines of [29] . Namely, we apply a nonextensive statistical analysis to empirical distribution data of normalized returns in financial market. Our objective is to uncover some empirical laws that seem to govern such a financial markets.
The absolute normalized returns are conventionally defined in the following manner. For the time series W (t) that represent the prizes -or the market index value -at time t, the returns over a sample interval ∆t, R ∆t (t), are defined as
where the approximation holds for small variations of W (t). By centering and normalizing R ∆t (t), to have unit variance, the normalized returns are obtained:
where . . . T denotes a time average, and volatility v ∆t is the standard deviation of the returns over the period T .
In the spirit of fig. 61 in [29] , we are interested in studding the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the absolute normalized returns, for different time scales ∆t, of the 100 American companies with the highest market capitalization. In other words, we analyze the probability for an absolute return to be larger than a threshold x, i.e., CDF (x) ≡ P (|r ∆t | > x). The negative and positive wings of empirical distributions are supposed to present negligible quantitative discrepancies and, consequently, we focus on the analysis of absolute returns.
The asymptotic behavior of such normalized returns has been observed to follow an asymptotical power-law-like dependence of the type CDF (x) ∼ 1/x α (α > 0). This is but one of the arguments that make q-Gaussian distributions attractive to describe them; indeed q-Gaussian asymptotically (
First, we analytically obtain the CDF of a q-Gaussian probability distribution function (pdf), with µ = 0 and re-normalized temperature β −1 , as
where
, that fits the α-dependent asymptotical behavior of absolute normalized returns, and provides the q-Gaussian index through the relation:
Even in the case that empirical data of a particular time scale did not attain the asymptotical behavior yet, we observe that cumulative distributions are also properly fitted by the CDF of a q-Gaussian pdf (6) . We obtain the value of β associated to the index q that corresponds to each time scale ∆t, by a least squares fitting technique. Our q versus ∆t results (see table 1), are in a quite satisfactory agreement with [29] .
The fitted CDF are represented, for all time scales, in fig. 1 , together with the experimental data provided in [29] . The convergence of the CDF exhibits that, as ∆t increases, the value of q decreases. Hypothetical final convergence to a Gaussian (q → 1) appears to be abrupt (see fig. 2 ). Fig. 3 and fig. 4 exhibit the good agreement with the q-Gaussian pdfs that lead to eq. (6), with respect to the derivatives of the experimental cumulative distributions.
We have also observed that simple relations exist between the quantities (q, β) involved for each time scale ∆t. A power-law dependence is observed for both q and β as a function of time scale ∆t, the exponents being τ = 0.081±0.004 ( fig. 2 ) and γ = 0.106±0.002 ( fig. 5 ). Fig. 6 shows in fact that the re-normalized temperature β −1 is not a free value, but it also exhibits a power-law dependence versus q, mainly β −1 = (q − 1) −δ , with δ = 1.29 ± 0.07. Summarizing, our results show that q-statistics describes complex systems that emerge in the analysis of the present particular financial data. Similar results have been previously obtained [16, 18, 29] . But, undoubtedly, the novelty of the present results is that we have also exhibited that both parameters (q, β) of the nonextensive scenario are specific values that are fixed by ∆t. Such a behavior is analogous to the behavior of a variety of other systems that are properly described by q-statistics, for example scale-free d-dimensional geographicallylocated networks [30] , quark-gluon soup in high-energy particle collisions [31] , LHC/CERN and RHIC/Brookhaven experiments [32] and anomalous diffusion in confined granular media [33] . Another simple and paradigmatic example is the logistic map where, as a reminiscence of this type of behavior, the qgeneralized Lyapunov exponent depends on the value of q that characterizes the sensitivity to initial conditions at the edge of chaos [34, 35] . This frequent feature comes from the fact that q-statistics typically emerges at critical-like regimes and appears to be deeply related to an hierarchical occupation of phase space.
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